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Across
2. Bottles from this popular drink are a 

source of sea foam sea glass
4. Sea glass is said to be the tears 

these mythical creatures shed when 
sailors drowned at sea

6. Small coin-shaped glass pieces  
from a Japanese children’s game

7. Often the source of ribbed  
aqua sea glass

10. Someone who scavenges river  
shores for items of value

13. Type of sea glass that was burned  
in a trash or beach fire

14. Five-armed echinoderms found  
in all the world’s oceans

19. Beach near Santa Cruz, California 
known for its multicolored sea glass

20. Island in Florida famous for seashells
23. Pottery pattern featuring lovebirds
26. The teeth of this fish are found on 

beaches around the world

28. Large crabs that have lived in the 
earth’s oceans for 450 million years

29. Bright yellow, orange, and red  
shell found in Hawaii

31. Chemical that turns clear glass  
purple in the sun

33. Rarest color of sea glass
34. Type of opaque or translucent glass

Down
1. A block in traffic, or a term for the 

mouth of a bottle
3. A structure that helps maritime  

pilots navigate waterways
5. Remains of trees and lumber that 

have washed up on the shore
8. Lighter shade of blue sea glass
9. These North American inland  

seas are a great place to look  
for beach glass

11. Best time for a sea glass hunt
12. Inside part of a bottle bottom

15. A type of stone with a naturally 
occurring hole through it

16. Beach in Northern England  
famous for multi-color sea glass

17. Dark shade of blue sea glass
18. The petrified remains of a 

prehistoric organism
21. Term used to describe older, dark 

green, often 19th century sea glass
22. These “stones” are actually fossilized 

corals found on the shores of 
Lake Michigan

24. Source for small, round deep-
amethyst or cobalt sea glass

25. A rock with a single unbroken  
stripe all the way around it

26. Source of very old sea glass
27. Gives Vaseline glass its UV glow
30. Seed or fruit carried to the ocean  

and washed ashore
31. Orbed favorite find of beachcombers
32. A type of bottle seal made of glass
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